Being brave: How do you make sense of your research?

Postgraduate Research Conference

October 21, 2022
School of Religion, Theology and Peace Studies
Trinity College Dublin

09:00 - 09:15 Arrival, accreditation and coffee

09:15 - 09:30 Welcome by the School (Dr. Gillian Wylie) and the PGR (Elena Schaa)

09:30 – 10:30
- Elena Schaa How do we move within an androcentric academia?
- Vicky Holland Dealing with internalize and externalize misogyny in academia

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee Break

10:45 – 11:45
- Niamh White Listening to the Body or the Clock in Academia? Reflections from a Disabled Theologian
- Nandini Gupta Can Mindfulness Re-Define the “Reification” in Engaged Research

11:45 – 12:15 Coffee Break

12:15 – 13:30
- Shefali Banerji The Fine Print: From Global South to Academia’s Upside Down
- Elena Valli Poetic strategy and the struggle of Academia
- Benedict Clark A poetic reflection on the metaphysics of Raimon Panikkar and John Hick

13:30 – 14:15 Lunch

14:15 – 15:45
- Oana Sanziana Marian Holding Attention: Research as a Practice of Care for the Dying World (at IMMA)

15:45 – 16:00 Coffee Break

16:00 – 16:30 Final Discussion, Student Representation, Photo

17:30 Dinner (Self-catered BBQ at the Jesuits)

Looking forward to seeing you at our conference!
Please contact us at srtps.tcd@gmail.com if you have any further questions.